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The holidays are here
Patrick Bansch and Dr Michelle Tempest of Candesic review
the health and wellness market and consider an exciting new
investment opportunity in a luxury holistic health hotel
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ummer is here and along with awaybreaks there is a new trend emerging.
Readers of this magazine already know
the importance of good food and concierge
services for high-end private hospitals. But this
season is also about hotels. Yes you read that
right – hotels. High-end hotels are getting stuck
into the consumerisation of healthcare.
In this article Candesic review the current
gap in the market in the UK and how highnet-worth individuals (HNWIs) are spending,
therefore driving the market of proactive
health and wellness, rather than waiting until
symptoms develop, and doing so in luxury
environments. There is already good evidence that
‘the rich live longer’ and health hotels are taking
this concept to the next level. Philosophical
discussion around equity of healthcare access
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is not touched upon in this article – but there is
plenty of academic evidence highlighting that
wealth can increase longevity and perhaps it’s
worth investors keeping in the back of their
mind that what’s available today to the few, may
become a generalised health trend of tomorrow.

Change in the hotel industry
Some hotels have recently undergone
technological advancements with keyless rooms
and self-service check-in kiosks, yet the industry
is not usually known for its innovation. In fact,
the minibar is still considered as one of the
biggest innovations in the hotel industry. In
the 1960’s, however, hoteliers found a new
revenue stream: the hosting of meetings,
weddings and conferences which now exceeds
35% of hotel revenue. Moving forwards, health

and wellness is poised to drive growth. First
steps have already been made by some luxury
hotels into the wellness space but, thus far, most
market entrants have been limited to ‘spas and
alternative therapies’ with very little input from
evidence-based medical best practice.
The paradigm shift in public attitude toward
health and wellness is now impacting the kind of
services health consumers are seeking; moving
away from pseudo-science and reacting to
symptoms to more evidence based proactive
interventions. Of course, institutions, such as
London’s Harley Street clinics already offer
comprehensive diagnostics and preventative
medical packages, yet for some clients they
lack key elements of consumer expectations:
personalisation, convenience and comfort. The
out-patient clinic experience is often made
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FIGURE 1: GROWTH IN MEDICALISED LUXURY HOTELS
The demand for luxury hotels offering a comprehensive wellness package is growing and a
balanced, well-executed proposition can yield attractive margins
Normalised revenue of a medicalised luxury wellness hotel, Spain, base 100
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Sources: Orbis; Candesic interview; Candesic analysis

FIGURE 2: GROWING DEMAND FOR LUXURY HOTELS
% of total customer interest* (as measured by online search volumes across numerous engines) for
luxury hotels originates from country [2013-14, %-growth]
United States: 58%
[+7%]

United Kingdom: 10%
[+8%]

Germany: 4%
[-9%]

Chinese consumers are developing an increasing
interest for luxury hotels and getting closer to the
UK’s level of interest; they also have a growing
interest in travelling to the UK and spent on
average £2,688 per head on trips to the UK.

Japan: 2%
[+2%]
France: 2%
[-1%]

India: 3%
[+12%]
UAE: 2%
[+16%]

China: 9%
[+39%]

Singapore: 2%
[+9%]

Note: *This metric is based on understanding that there is significant statistical correlation between online search volumes and demand (=number
of rooms sold)
Sources: Digital Luxury Group SA; Candesic analysis
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FIGURE 3: THE UK HOTEL SUPPLY AND DEMAND LANDSCAPE
Demand for hotels outside London is growing faster than
supply, with little sign of a significant surge in capacity …
Hotel occupancy rate trends in London and regional UK
%
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UK regional

UK existing and planned hotel rooms by category
000
The 5* segment
is booming with
a 38% planned
growth compared
to the national
average of 12%

The occupancy rates in London are exceptionally high
but have been flat for years. This has to do with the
year-on-year addition of new rooms/beds
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pipeline is planned
for London
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Hotels outside of London have experienced
a strong increase in occupancy rates,
reflecting a growing demand for regional
hotels
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FIGURE 4: SPA HOTELS ARE ON THE RISE
Interest in hotels with dedicated complimentary health and spa offerings has gained substantial
momentum over the last five years, while ‘day spas’ have been relatively steady
Interest

Use of yoga among adults in US

Indexed by search term, google trends
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• There is increasing popularity of hotels with a spa offering
• The interest in conventional day-spas has remained largely
stable over the last decade.
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• Complementary health approaches such as yoga, tai-chi, and
chi-gong among adults have risen steadily in the last years
• Certain complimentary treatments are so common these
days that they are part of a portfolio of activities and
facilities that are required by the common high-end guest.

Sources: SRI International; Reuters; Google Trends; US Department of Health and
Human Services, National Health Statistics Reports 2015; Candesic analysis
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to fit around clinic times, whereas the luxury
hotel offering sets a different type of industry
standard, where the first principles are luxury
customer experiences.

Demand for luxury medicalised
hotels
Strong and growing luxury hotel demand can
be confirmed by the above-average occupancy
rates, which are estimated to be 80+%, and
attractive margins generated on the growing
revenues of leading European medical hotels
(figure 1). The global luxury hotel market has
in recent past continued its growth momentum,
adding approximately 5,200 new properties in
2015. Demand is driven by increased disposable
income, individuals’ willingness to spend on
leisure and the growth in number of HNWIs.
The UK is the second largest market for luxury
hotels in the world with 10% of total luxury hotel
interest, trailing only the USA (figure 2). In the
UK, demand is further supported by the increasing
solid hotel occupancy rate, growing from 70%
to 75% between 2010 and 2014 (London stable
at 83%), despite increased capacity by a CAGR
of 12% (figure 3). Furthermore, the 5* UK hotel
segment is booming with a 38% growth rate
compared to the average of 12%; with 61% of
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hotel room development stemming from London,
luxury hotels can certainly be considered a key
growth area. Chinese consumers represent one
of the most promising customer groups as they
are developing an increasing interest in luxury
hotels, a fact that most large hoteliers are tackling
by offering native language support for booking
and establishing local marketing offices.

care’ is fuelling the demand for diagnostics and
preventive therapies. As customers increasingly
engage in health centric activities a new category
has emerged combing medical offerings with
spas: “medi-spas”. Medi-spas, such as SHA
Wellness in Spain or Bad Ragaz in Switzerland
offer a greater spectrum of treatments with a
focus on wellbeing.

Demand for health and wellness
services

Growing number of affluent
individuals

Health and wellness is increasingly at the forefront
of peoples mind and is a market Euromonitor
estimates will grow to £21.2 billion in the UK
by 2020. Customers are increasingly interested
in the spa offering as well as complementary
approaches to health such as yoga (figure 4).
Indeed spa-hotels have seen a rapid rise in
popularity with their wellbeing facilities a
qualifying factor in customers’ choice to book
the hotel. Complementary services such as tai-chi
have also gained increased traction, the latter
having seen a usage increase from 6.3% to 11.2%
of the US population between 2002 and 2012
(figure 4).
The general mind-set shift of the general
population from reactive treatments to a
greater emphasis on ‘proactive and holistic

Given the cost associated with being able to
provide comprehensive luxury health and spa
services the current key customer segment that
medical hotels target are HNWIs. This segment
has experienced a solid growth with the number
of HNWIs in Europe increasing from 3.4 million to
4 million between 2012 and 2014. However, more
importantly for the investor, spend on health and
entertainment as individual wealth increases is
accelerating, particularly among the top deciles
of the wealth bracket. This trend is expected to
continue in the top percentiles too (figure 5).

A healthy dose of medicine
When hotels step into healthcare, Candesic
believe that the decision of what diagnostics
and medical proactive care is offered should

▶
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FIGURE 5: TREND OF HEALTHCARE AND LEISURE SPEND AMONG THE WEALTHY
Evidence of trends in the USA shows that these high-net-worth people are spending more on their
health and leisure…
Annual spending on healthcare and entertainment by income decile in the US, 2014
USD,000s

% Spending increase by decile
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Entertainment
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Health and experience spend
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The spending increase by wealth
bracket accelerates particularly at
the top deciles, a trend expected
to continue into the top percentiles
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Sources: Consumer Expenditure Survey 2015, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; Candesic research; Candesic analysis
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be clinically-led and evidence-based with an
optimal balance between clinical outcomes, cost
of delivery and professional and organisational
benefits. The service should be:

oN

cated on the Berkshire Downs near
geous area classified as an Area of
al Beauty and a Conservation Area.

wned as the centre of Southern
ithin easy reach of all major cities,
nd the most enjoyable elements of
ving.

• Clinical – Rigorous outcomes and clinical
evidence should protect customers from the
quackery which has previously beset the
wellness market
• Economic – Certain customer volume is
required to achieve the economies of scale
needed to make the service cost-effective
• Organisational – Organisationally the service
will offer around the clock care, which is
already normal for high end hotels.
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Overall though there is no one size fits all and
Europe’s leading luxury hotels with health and
spa service offerings vary significantly (figure 6).
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FIGURE 6: SERVICE OFFERINGS IN SELECTED WELLNESS HOTELS
The focus on medicalised treatments varies significantly across this group of competitors and the
rationale behind this varies from corporate strategy to local practices of private health insurers
Category
Others
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Mobility
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48%
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Medical

41%
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19%
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treatments

Swiss hotel 1

Swiss hotel 2

UAE hotel

Swiss hotel 3

Spanish hotel

German hotel

Italian hotel

127

244

247

135

133

181

131

Sources: Company websites; Candesic interviews; Candesic analysis

Customer centric care

professionals to remotely analyse data
collected by digital health monitoring and
arrange videoconference follow-ups. This is
a unique level of after care helping engage
customers who want lifelong support, as well
as driving future service purchases.

Up front and centre of this emerging health
and spa luxury hotel market is personalised
healthcare, positioned to empower individuals in
managing their own health with holistic health
checks (physical and mental), rehabilitation, and
long-term support. This consumer centric care
has three axes:

Where to invest

1. Integrated care: Person centred coordinated
care crossing physical health, mental health,
nutrition and lifestyle focused care
2. Tailor made care: Health checks/ diagnostics
and care planed tailor-made to be as unique
as the customers DNA (some places offer
genetic profiling)
3. Follow-up care: Even after the hotel stay
there should be the option for remote health
monitoring. Modern medicine enables

The success of ‘hotel, spa and medical’
offerings is dependent on factors ranging from
geographic location to country legislations.
At present there is clear blue water in the UK
where there is no luxury hotel an spa with a
fully developed medical offering.Well that is
until now – Benham Park is a new investment
opportunity coming to market. Candesic has
been hired to develop a medicalised strategy and
offer for the hotel that is robust clinically as it
is financially. Benham Park is located about an

Dr Michelle Tempest (@DrMTempest) is a partner, and Patrick Bansch
a consultant, at Candesic. Candesic is a health and social care strategy
consultancy. www.candesic.com / 020 7096 7680
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hour away from London and will offer all the
English charm and glamour synonymous with
Downton Abbey. It also will offer medicallyevidenced care, diagnostics and rehabilitation in
a luxury and convenient environment compared
to the frantic nature of Harley street. Set on
the grounds of a stately home, this first UK
medicalised hotel will cater for both UK HNWIs
as well as medical tourists looking to combine
medical care with a vacation in an environment
Britain is best known for, the quintessential
historic countryside hotel.
Led by a pair of experienced property developers
and operated by leading healthcare and hotel
operators, Benham Park stands to be an
exciting investment and opportunity to lead
the development of the medicalised hotel market
in the UK. Investors interested in co-investing in
this venture should contact us.” n
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